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(ABSTRACT) 

Let E be an analytic metric space, let X be a separable metric space with a 

regular Borel probability measure yz and let Il: & — X be a continuous map 

with u(X \ I(£)) =0. Schwartz’s lemma states that there exists a Borel cross- 

section for IT defined almost everywhere (yz). The equivalence classes of these Borel 

cross-sections are in one-to-one correspondence with the representations of the form 

lr: O,(E) > L*(p) with [(foll) = f for every f € Cy(X). The representations are 

also in one-to-one correspondence with equivalence classes of the minimal measures 

on E. 

Now let FE, X, and p be as above and let II: E ~ X be an onto Borel map. There 

exists a Borel cross-section for IT defined almost everywhere (4). The equivalence 

classes of the Borel cross-sections for II are in one-to-one correspondence with the 

representations of the form [.: B(E) — L(y) with [(f ol) = f for every f in 

C4(X), where B(E) is the C*-algebra of the bounded Borel functions on E. The 

representations are also in one-to-one correspondence with equivalence classes of the 

minimal measures on F.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Given a function f : Y — Z, a cross-section for f is a map g: f(Y) — Y such 

that fo g(z) = z for every z € f(Y). In other words, a cross-section is a single- 

valued inverse. Of course it is always possible to find a cross-section by using the 

Axiom of Choice, but such cross-sections are not very interesting or useful. The 

goal of this paper is to characterize Borel cross-sections, which exist under certain 

circumstances. Recall that a function h : Y — Z is a Borel map if h7}(B) is Borel 

in Y for every Borel set B C Z. An equivalent definition is that h: Y — Z isa 

Borel map if h~'(G) is Borel in Y for every open set G C Z. 

A set in a topological space is called analytic if it is the continuous image of a 

complete separable metric space. A set in a topological space X is called absolutely 

measurable if it is measurable with respect to the completion of every finite Borel 

measure on X. 

Lemma 1.1 Let X be a topological space with a o-finite regular positive Borel mea- 

sure pt, and let AC X be an analytic set. Then A is measurable with respect to the 

completion of jt. 

Proof.  [7, Lemma 6, p. 32]. Schwartz requires that X be a separable metric 

space, but the proof does not use the metric or the separability. O



Every analytic set is the continuous image of IN, the countably infinite product of 

IN, the set of natural numbers, with the metric 

|n; — m,| a(n}, (md) = oe 
w=1 

(7, Lemma 5, pp. 31-32]. With this fact Schwartz proved the following lemma: 

Lemma 1.2 Given an analytic metric space E, a separable metric space X, a o- 

finite regular Borel measure yp on X, and a continuous function Il: E — X such 

that p(X \ II(£)) = 0, there exists a Borel set F with p(X \ F) = 0 and a Borel 

cross-section for II from F to E. 

Proof. [7, Lemma 7, pp. 35-38]. O 

In other words, there exists a Borel cross-section for I] defined almost everywhere 

(4). The proof of Theorem 2.8 will give an alternate proof of Lemma 1.2. When 

the measure yp is finite, we can further characterize the Borel cross-sections for II. 

We will consider two Borel cross-sections for II to be equivalent if they differ only 

on a set of measure 0. 

Result 1 Let E be an analytic metric space, X a separable metric space, u a fi- 

nite regular Borel measure on X, and II: E — X a continuous function with 

u(X \ T(E)) =0. The equivalence classes of the Borel cross-sections for II are in 

one-to-one correspondence with representations (continuous algebra homomorphisms 

which preserve unity) of the form T : C,(E£) > L®(u) such that T(f oN) = f for 

every f € C,(X). These representations are also in one-to-one correspondence with 

the equivalence classes of the minimal measures on E.. (A minimal measure v on E



has the property that v(II7!(B)) = u(B) for every Borel set BC X and is minimal 

with respect to a certain ordering on the set of measures with this property.) 

A function f : Y — Z is absolutely measurable if f~'(B) is an absolutely 

measurable set in Y for every Borel set B C Z. A Borel map is absolutely mea- 

surable. Arveson proved the following theorem about absolutely measurable cross- 

sections: 

Theorem 1.1 Jf E is an analytic metric space, X a separable metric space, and 

Il: £ — X is an onto Borel map, then II has an absolutely measurable cross-section. 

Proof. [1, Theorem 3.4.3, pp. 77-78]. QO 

Arveson also gives an example of such a system that does not have a Borel cross- 

section [1, p. 77]. This gives an example of an absolutely measurable map which is 

not Borel. 

In Chapter 3, I will prove a slightly different version of his theorem: 

Result 2 Given an analytic metric space E, a separable metric space X, an onto 

Borel map Il: EF + X, and a o-finite regular Borel measure u on X, there exists a 

Borel set F C X such that p(X \ F) =0 and a Borel cross-section for Il from F to 

E. 

Since an absolutely measurable map need not be a Borel map, X \ F must be 

non-empty in the Arveson example. The result is proven by reducing the problem to 

the case where the map II is continuous. Just as in the case where II is continuous, 

let two Borel cross-sections for II be equivalent if they are equal almost everywhere 

(u). In Chapter 3, the following result will be established:



Result 3 Let E be an analytic metric space, X a separable metric space, pw a finite 

regular Borel measure on X, and Il: EF — X an onto Borel map. The equiva- 

lence classes of the Borel cross-sections for II are in one-to-one correspondence with 

the representations of the form [ : B(E) — L™(y) which have the property that 

(Cf oll) = f for all f inC,(X), where B(E) is the C*-algebra of the bounded Borel 

functions on E. These representations are also in one-to-one correspondence with 

the minimal measures on E. 

The techniques used to prove the above theorems are based on methods devel- 

oped in [5] to examine Mj~(p), the maximal ideal space for H®(D). Recall that 

H@™(D) is the set of all bounded analytic functions on the complex open unit disc, 

and that the maximal ideal space for H™(D) is the set of all non-zero continuous 

linear multiplicative functionals on H™(D). For each element ¢ in My~py, there is 

a unique point a on the closed unit disc such that ¢(z) = a, where z is the bounded 

analytic function f(z) = z. In the case of points in the open disc, the relationship 

is one-to-one, and the open disc is continuously embedded in My-p) [4, p. 160]. 

For a on the unit circle, let M, = {¢ € My~p) : (2) = a}. M, is called the 

fiber of My-0.(p) over a. Every M, with |a| = 1 is homeomorphic to any other one 

[4, p. 164]. The map from My-ip) to the unit circle is far from one-to-one; in fact 

there is a homeomorphism from the open unit disc into each M, where |a| = | [4, p. 

166]. Let p be the projection map from My«p) \ D to OD, the unit circle. There 

is no continuous cross-section for p [4, p. 165]. Suppose [T : H°(D) — L®(m) 

is a representation such that ['(z) = z, where m is the normalized Lebesgue mea- 

sure on OD. There exists a Borel cross-section s : 0D — My-«,p) for p such that 

Cf/(z) = f(s(z)) almost everywhere (m), where f is the Gelfand transform of f 

[5, Theorem 42, p. 43]. The Banach algebra H®(D) is isometrically embedded 
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in C(My-~py) [2, Theorem 4.29 (Gelfand-Naimark), pp. 92-93], via the Gelfand 

transform f(¢) = d(f) for f € H@(D) and ¢ € My-~(p). The Borel cross-sections 

for p are in one-to-one correspondence with the unital representations and in one-to- 

one correspondence with the minimal measures (with the same definition as above) 

on Myeop)y [5, Theorem 58, pp. 57-58]. 

Now we will generalize the problem, replacing My«p) and 0D with abstract 

compact sets. The following problem was posed in [5, Problem 119, p. 111], and an 

outline of the solution was developed. 

Problem 1.1 Let Y and Z be compact Hausdorff spaces with p: Y — Z a con- 

tinuous onto map. Let y be a regular Borel probability measure on Z. We want to 

characterize all the representations [ : C(Y) > L™(p) such that [(ho p) = /h for 

every h in C(Z). 

For the remainder of this chapter Y, Z, p, and ys will be as defined above. Let 

R be the set of all positive Borel measures tr on Y such that r(p7'(B)) = p(B) for 

every Borel set B in X. 

Lemma 1.3 A measure T on Y ts in R if and only if fy hopdr = fz, hd for every 

heC(Z). 

Proof. Suppose7 € R. Let f € C(Z). Without loss of generality we may assume 

f > 0. Thus there exists an increasing sequence {¢,,} of simple #-measurable func- 

tions which converge pointwise to f [6, p. 260]. Then by the Monotone Convergence 

Theorem and the definition of R, 

lim f dade = ff fag 
Zz Z 

= lim bn opdr = | fopdr. 
y Y nN—-00 

D



Now suppose fy ho pdr = f,hdp for every h € C(Z). Let B © X be Borel. 

There exists a monotone sequence {f,} in C'(Z) such that lim,4.0 fn = xB point- 

wise. Then by the Monotone Convergence Theorem we have 

u(B) = lim [fa du = lim [ fropdr = |) xp opdr = T(p '(B)) 
nu— n—-0o 

and sore R. Oo 

Lemma 1.4 R is non-empty, conver, and weak-star compact in C(Y)*. 

Proof. Define a positive linear functional 7 on the subalgebra {hop: h € C(Z)} 

of C(Y) by r(ho p) = fz hdyu. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem we can extend 7 to 

a positive linear functional on C'(Y). Using the Riesz Representation Theorem, we 

may view 7 as a measure on Y and by the previous lemma we have 7 € R. 

By inspection R is convex. Since each element in R is a probability measure, 

R is contained in the unit ball of C(Y)*, which is the dual of C(Y). This ball is 

weak-star compact by Alaoglu’s Theorem. Thus to show R is weak-star compact it 

suffices to show that it is weak-star closed. Let {7,} be a net in R converging to v. 

Then for every h € C(Z), 

[rdu= | hopdt, = lim [ hopdre = [ ho pdv 
Z Y ox Y Y 

and sove R. Oo 

Lemma 1.5 Letr € R, and let F be a closed set in Z. Then 

support(u |) = p[support(r |p-1(F)}|- 
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Proof. Let z € Z \ support(p |-). There exists an open neighborhood U of z 

with 

KUN F)=0=v(p'(U) Np '(F)). 

By definition p~'(z) MN support(v |,-1;7)) is empty and we have 

p(support(y |,-1("))) C support(y |r). 

Now let z € support(w |r). Order the neighborhoods of z by re- 

verse inclusion: G,; < G, if G. C G,. If G is an open neighborhood 

about z, then y(p-'(GN F)) = “(GN F) > 0 and so there exists a point yq in 

p_'(G) Nsupport(y |,-1(7)). The set support(y |,-1(7)) is compact, so the net {yq} 

has a cluster point y € support (v lp1(F)). By taking a subnet, we may assume 

that limg yg = y. By hypothesis p is a continuous function, so limg p(yc) = p(y). 

Let Go be an open neighborhood about z. From the construction, Gp contains a 

tail of the net {p(yq)} and so limg p(yc) = z = p(y) and the reverse inclusion is 

established. 0 

Let A denote the set of all linear transformations L : C(Y) — L®() satisfying 

||L|| = 1 and L{(ho p)f] = AL(f) for all h € C(Z) and all f E C(Y). Each 7 in R 

induces an element L, of A [5, Proposition 121, p. 116] with the property that for 

every f in C(Y) and g in L'(p), 

[gorfar= fg be(f) du.



Proposition 1.1 The map rt € R > L, € A is a one-to-one, onto map. 

Proof.  [5, Theorem 123]. O 

Recall that an element 7 of the convex set R is an extremal point if 7,7, € R 

and st; + (1 — s)t2 = 7 for some s in [0,1] then 4% = 7% = 7. An element 7 is 

an extremal point of R if and only if L, is an extremal point of A [5, Corollary 

125, p. 119]. The representations described in Problem 1.1 consist of the extreme 

points of A [5, pp. 120-122]. However, this is not the only way to characterize the 

representations described in Problem 1.1. We can also place them in one-to-one 

correspondence with the minimal measures on R (to be rigorously defined shortly). 

The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to this task, using the techniques used 

in [5] to solve the H™(D) case. 

Lemma 1.6 Let Y be a compact Hausdorff space, F a closed subset of Y. Let {v,} 

be a net of measures on Y which converges weak-star to a measure v on Y. If 

support(va) C F for every a then support(v) C F also. 

Proof. The proof is the same as (5, Lemma 43, p. 44]. O 

Lemma 1.7 [f {v,} is a net in R which converges weak-star to measure v, then 

{Va |p1(F)} converges weak-star to v |,-1(p) for every closed set F in Z. 

Proof. The proof is the same as [5, Lemma 44, p. 45]. Oo 

Put a partial ordering on R as follows: v < 7 if for every closed set #' C Z we 

have support(7 |,-1(7)) C support(v |,-1(7)). The proof of the following theorem is 

based on the proof of [5, Theorem 45, pp. 45-46.]. 
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Theorem 1.2 R contains a maximal element, called a minimal measure. 

Proof. Let {v,} be a chain in R. Then the chain is also a net with ||v,.|| = 1 for 

all a, making it a net in the closed unit ball of C(Y)*, which is weak-star compact 

by Alaoglu’s Theorem. Thus there is a subnet {7g} which converges weak-star to a 

measure 7 in the closed unit ball of C(Y)*. Since R is weak-star compact, 7 € R. 

Now fix v, € {v,}. By the definition of subnet there exists a § > y in the directed 

set and so by that definition and the previous 2 lemmas we have 

support(r |,-1(7)) G support(7g |p-1(7)) C support(t, |p-1(7)) 

for every closed set F in Z. 

Thus 7 is an upper bound for the chain and by Zorn’s Lemma R has a maximal 

element. O 

The proof of the following lemma is based on [5, Lemma 49, pp. 48-49]. 

Lemma 1.8 Let v be a minimal measure in R and a closed subset of Y. Define 

a measure B on Z by B(B) = v(p7'(B)NQ) for each measurable set B C Z. There 

exists a measurable set A C Z such that B = yap. 

Proof. By construction ? < pw. Let h = e the Radon-Nikodym derivative of 

with respect to yw. By construction 0 <h <1, andh € L®(z). By Lusin’s Theorem 

En) = En,   there exists a sequence of closed sets {F,} in Z such that support(yu 

h |g, is continuous, and limyp4o p(E,) = 1. To show A is a characteristic function 

it suffices to show that h? = h almost everywhere p on E,, for all n. Suppose this is 

not the case. Then for some n there exists a closed set K C E,, and € > 0 such that 

w(K) >Oande<h<(l—e)on K.



Let o = [ho I'v |,-1c¢yno, and let # = o + |gyp-1uK). By construction 

v <v,and using the same arguments as [5, Lemma 49, pp. 48-49] it can be shown 

that » € R. Then v a minimal measure implies that v and / are equivalent. Now 

b(p-'(K)) = o(p7*( 1Q)) implies that support(7 |,-174¢)) C Q, since 2 is closed. 

But 

o(p"(K) NO) = B(K) = fhdu <1 QM(K) < HK) = (KY) 

implies that support(v |,-1(«)) is not contained in 2, contradicting the equivalence 

of v and pv. 

Thus h? = h almost everywhere (4) on each F,, and so h = y,4 for some mea- 

surable set A C X. oO 

Theorem 1.3 Let v be a minimal measure for R, let f € C(Y), and let F 

be a closed subset of Z such that L,(f) |r is continuous. If z € F and 

a € p“'(z) Nsupport(v |,-1(7)), then f(a) = (LL f)(z). 

Proof. The proof is the same as [5, Theorem 48]. To see the details, see the 

proof of Theorem 2.6. 0 

The proof of the following theorem is based on discussion found on [5, pp. 51-52]. 

Theorem 1.4 [fv is a minimal measure in R, then L,:C(Y) — L*(p) is multi- 

plicative. 

Proof. Let fi, fo € C(Y) and let g; = Li (fi), g2 = L(fr). and g3 = LL fi fr). 

E,,) = En 

for all n, lim,. u(E,,) = 1, and g; |g, is continuous for ¢ = 1,2.3 and for all n. 

  By Lusin’s Theorem there exist closed sets E,, in Z such that support( 
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Let z € E,. By Lemma 1.5, there exists a € p7'(z) MN support(v |,-1(z,)) and 

so by Theorem 1.3 we have g,(z) = fi(a), g2(z) = fo(a), and g3(z) = (fi fr)(a) = 

file) fo(a). Therefore, 9;92 = g3 almost everywhere (1), and so L, is multiplicative. 

O 

Thus a minimal measure induces a representation. The next theorem will show 

that the converse is true. The proof is based on the proof of [5, Theorem 54]. 

Theorem 1.5 /f [ : C(Y) — C(Z) is a representation as described in Problem 

1.1, then there exists a minimal measure v € R such that T = L,. 

Proof. Using Proposition 1.1 and the discussion following it, one sees that 

[ = L, for some v which is an extremal point of R. We want to show that rv is 

a minimal measure. Fix f in C(Y). By Lusin’s Theorem there exists a sequence 

{E,,} of pairwise disjoint closed sets in Z such that L,(f) |g, is continuous and 

support(u |z,) = E, for all n with (US, F,) = 1. Fix FE, and fix z € E,. Let n=1 

T={heL™@(u):ess lim h(w) = 0} 
WZwEEn 

where ess lim,_.2,¢5, = ¢ means that for each € > 0 there exists a neighborhood N 

of z such that 

H({x: |A(xz) —ce] < SN NNE,) = u(NNOE,). 

In other words, |h — c| < «€ on NN E,, except on a set of measure 0. 

It is easy to show that / is an ideal and thus / is contained in a maximal ideal 

® for L(y) which has a corresponding multiplicative linear functional ¢ on L°() 

with kernel ® [2, Propostion 2.33, pp. 43-44]. 

1]



Now ¢0 L, is a multiplicative linear functional on C(Y), and by construction 

goL,(f) = Li f(z). Define A, = User, fy € p'(z): f(y) = Lf(z)}. Clearly A,, is 

closed and by Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 1.3, p(A,,) = £,,. Thus in the natural way, 

C(E,) is a closed subspace of C'(A,). The map g — fz, g du is a bounded positive 

linear functional on C'(E,,), so by Hahn-Banach it can be extended to a bounded 

positive linear functional on C(A,,). By the Riesz Representation Theorem there 

exists a positive measure 7, on A, such that Sa, gopdt, = Je, gdu for every 

g € C(E,). Let ty = °°, 7. By inspection 7, € R. 

Let A= {fi, fo,---, fn} GC C(Y). For each 7 let {E;4,}e2, be the collection {F,,} 

for f; as described in the previous section of this proof. Consider all sets of the form 

N_, £;, and label this countable collection {F;}, discarding any repeated sets. By 

construction, the F;’s are pairwise disjoint, with f; |-, continuous for all 2 and for 

j=l,...,n, and w(E;, \Urnce,,/) = 0. If we replace each F; with support(p |z,) 

the same conclusions hold. 

Let Fy = Uzer, {y € p'(z): f;(y) = LUS;(z)}. By inspection F; is closed and so 

by Lemma 1.5, p(F,) = F;. Thus C(F;) is a closed subspace of C'(Fj) and we can 

again find a positive measure 7; on Fy such that 

dr, = | d fg? m= fg 

for every g € C(F;). Let 74 = 0; 7;. By inspection 74 € R. 

For each finite subset A of C(Y) there exists a measure T4 € R. Order the finite 

subsets of C’'(Y) by inclusion, creating a net {74} in R, which is weak-star compact 

so the net has a cluster point 7 € R. 

Let w be a minimal measure in R such that r < w. (By Theorem 1.4 such a 

measure exists.) We want to show that L,, = L,, so it then follows that that w = 7 

12



by Proposition 1.1. Fix f € C(Y) and fix one FE, for f as described previously. 

A subnet {7g} converges to 7, and without loss of generality we may assume that 

f € B for all B. By Lemma 1.7, 

lim TB |p—1(En)= T |p-!(En) - 

Fix B from above and establish the sets {F;} as before. For any Fi C Fy, 

support (7B |,-1(R)) C User ty € P (2) : Le f(z) = f(y)} 

by definition of B. This implies that 

support(r |upmrcen]) CS = Useen{y € p'(z) : Lf (z) = f(y)}- 

Now 

TB(p'(En)) = w(En) = (ULF: FC E,]) = ta(Up'(F) 2 B,J), 

which implies that support(7g |p-1(e,)) = support(Ts |ujp—(F):F:CEn]) G 9. By 

definition of tT < w we have 

support(w |,-1(,)) © support(r |,-1(2,)) © S. 

So if y € support(w |,-1(¢,)) Np” '(z), then f(y) = L, f(z) by construction. But w is 

a minimal measure, so f(y) = L f(z) by Theorem 1.3. Thus L,(f) = Lu(f) almost 

everywhere (j.) and so v is minimal. O 

The following proof is based on the proof of [5, Proposition 59, pp. 58-59]. 

13



Proposition 1.2 Let Y and Z be compact Hausdorff spaces with p: Y + Za 

continuous onto map, a regular Borel probability measure on Z, andl: C(Y) > 

L®() a representation such that [(ho p) = h for every h € C(Z). Let v be the 

minimal measure inducing T. Then 

o(T(f)) = f(support(v)) 

for all f E C(Y), where o(T(f)) is the spectrum of (f) in L°(p). 

Proof. First note that [(f) € L(y), so the spectrum of ['(f) is equal to the 

essential range of I'(f) [2, Lemma 2.63, p. 57]. That is, 

o(T(f)) = {AE C:p(z eZ: |P(P\(z)— Al <6) > 0 Ve > 0} 

Let A € o(I(f)) and € > 0. By definition and Lusin’s Theorem, there exists 

a compact set K C Z such that w(K’) > 0, support(u |.) = K, and T(f) |x is 

continuous with |['(f)(z) — A| < ¢« for all z € K. Let z € A. By Lemma 1.5 there 

exists y € support(y |,-1(4~)) MN p7'(z) and by Theorem 1.3. f(y) = '(f)(z). Thus 

r'(f)(z) € f(support(v)) for every z € K. Since f(support(v)) is closed and € was 

arbitrary, A € f(support(v)). 

Now let A € f(support(v)) and e€ > 0. Let U. = {y € support(v) : |f(y)—Al < e}. 

By the continuity of f, one sees that v(U.) > 0; thus u(p(U.)) > 0. Note that U, 

is a closed subset of the compact set Y, so p(U.) is compact and therefore Borel in 

Z. Let F be a closed subset of p(U,) such that u(F) > 0, the support(y |r) = F, 

and ['(f) | is continuous. Let z € F. By Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 1.3, there exists 

y € support(y |p-1¢4) Mp""(z) and f(y) = P(f)(z). Therefore. [P(f)(z) — Al < « for 
all z € F, so p(z € Z: |'(f)(z) — Al < €) > 0. The choice of € was arbitrary, so by 

14



definition A € o([(f)). 0 

The discussion at the end of Chapter 2 will establish that equivalent minimal 

measures induce the same representation, and Lemma 2.4 will establish that non- 

equivalent minimal measures induce distinct representations. Therefore, the rep- 

resentations described in Problem 1.1 are in one-to-one correspondence with the 

equivalence classes of the minimal measures in R.



Chapter 2 

Schwartz’s Lemma 

Throughout this chapter FE is an analytic metric space, X is a separable metric 

space, II: EF — X is a continous map, and yp 1s a regular Borel probability measure 

on X. The set II(£) is an analytic subset of X, so by Lemma 1.1, II(£) is absolutely 

measurable. For our purposes (finding various cross-sections). we may assume that 

wis carried on II(£) and that I(£) is dense in X. 

Let M(E) be the set of all finite regular Borel measures on £, and let M+t(E) 

be the set of all positive finite regular Borel measures on FE. Define a map Ty : 

M(E) > M(X) by Th(r)(B) = 7(T17'(B)) for every Borel set B C X. Using the 

methods used to prove Lemma 1.3, it is not difficult to show that Ty(7) = p if and 

only if 

[fetdr= ff dp 

for every f € C,(X). 

Theorem 2.1 If E is compact, then there exists tT € M*(E) such that Ty(r) = ut. 

Proof. Define a positive linear functional F on the subspace {foll: fe C(X)} 

of C(E) by F(f oll) = fy f du. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem we can extend F 
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to a positive linear functional F on all of C(£) without increasing the norm, so by 

the Riesz Representation Theorem there exists 7 € M+*(E) such that 

P(fotl)= | folldr= | f dp 
E x 

for every f € C(X). Thus Ty(7) = p. Oo 

Lemma 2.1 A measure p is in the range of Ty if and only if given € > 0 there exists 

a compact set K C E such that u(X \ II(K)) < ¢. Furthermore, if uw € Range(Tn) 

then there exists rT € Mt(E) such that ||u|| = ||7|| and To(7) = z. 

Proof. Suppose p = Ty(r). Let « > 0. Since 7 is regular, there exists a compact 

set K C E with r(E \ K) <e, and so 

u(X \TI(K)) = r(E\ IN (K)) < r(E\ K) <e 

Now assume the latter conclusion, and let € > 0. Choose an increasing sequence 

of compact sets {K,,} in & with p(X \ II(K,)) < £. Define Ay = (41), and 

A, = I(K,,) \ W(Ky-1) for n > 2. Each A, is a Borel set in X. Let pw, = # |a,- By 

Theorem 2.1 there exists 7, € M+(K,) with To(7.) = Mn and |[fen|| = ||Tn|| for each 

n. Let r= O° . Then 
r= 

lI7ll s > [tl] = > [Hall = Tall. 
n=1 n=1 

Let B C X be Borel. Thus 

u(B) = 0 u(BOA,) = Ye m(B ) = > (lB) = r(11-1(B)) 
n=1 
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and p = Ty(r), with ||7]] = |[zl]. O 

Theorem 2.2 Let P be a complete separable metric space, let X be a separable 

metric space with a regular Borel probability measure pu, and let 6: P — X bea 

continuous map with p(X \ o(P)) = 0. Given € > 0, there exists a compact set 

K CP with p(X \ d(K)) <e. 

Proof. Let {p,} be a countable dense set in P and define U* = B(py, z)4, the 

closed ball about p, of radius ¢, and FX = U™,U. Note that F* is closed, so 
n= 

é( F*) is an analytic subset of X and therefore is p-measurable by Lemma 1.1. Now 

P =U%_,F* for each k because P is separable. Thus ¢(P) = US_,¢(F*) for each m=1"° m 

k. 

Therefore (@(P)) = limnso p(d(F))) = 1, and so there exists m € Zt 
m 

with p(¢(F),)) > 1—- €. Let m, be the least such positive integer. Now 

Fu, = Use 
my m= 

(Fn, OF) gives us 
m7 

w(4(F3,,))) = tim. p(d(FL, 1 F2)) > 1 e, 
m—oo 

so let mz be the least positive integer m such that u(¢(F, M F2) > 1—. It follows my 

that m, < mz. 

By induction let m, be the least positive integer m such that 

e(O(FL A: BE FE > 1—e. By induction, mg_1 < my. Let K =N2\ Fi, 

so that 

w(dUK)) = tim u(9(L, F,.,)) 

where for each n, 1 —€ < p(d(N®, Ft.)) < 1. Using the Monotone Convergence 
my, 
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Theorem, we see that y(d()) > 1 — 6; thus, u(X \ d()) < . 

By construction K is closed so it is a complete metric space, and to show that 

K is compact it suffices to show that K is totally bounded [8, p. 125]. Let 6 > 0, 

and let k be a positive integer with 6 > 2. Now K C FX) = Un, B(p,, £)" with 

B(pn,¢) C B(pn, 6) gives us a 6-net pj,..-, Pm, for K and thus K is compact. O 

Corollary 2.1 Let E be an analytic metric space, X a separable metric space, 

I]: EF — X continuous, and p a regular Borel probability measure on X with 

p(X \ TI(E)) = 0. There exists r € Mt(E) such that Ty(T) = p. 

Proof. Since F is analytic, there exists a continuous onto map »: N° - EF 

[7, Lemma 7, pp. 35-38]. The map Iloy : N® — YX is continuous with 

u(X \ Ilo o(N%)) = 0. By Theorem 2.2, given € > 0, there exists a compact 

set kK C N® such that u(X \ Ilo b(K)) < «. The map 7 is continuous, so p(K) is 

a compact subset of E and by Lemma 2.1 the corollary is proven. Oo 

Let R = {rt € M*(E) : Tn(r) = p}. Place a partial ordering on R as follows: 

T <7. if support(72 |n-1(H)) C support(7, |n-1(H)) for every closed set H in X. 

Theorem 2.3 R contains a mazimal element, called a minimal measure. 

Proof. Let « > 0 be small. Using the proof of Corollary 2.1, let K, be a compact 

set in F such that p(X \ M(K)) < §. Let &, = FE, and let Fy = E, \ M7" (11). 

The set Ez is open, so it is Borel and thus analytic. Again using the proof of 

Corollary 2.1, let Ky C Ey be a compact set such that p(I]( £2) \ WUt2)) < 9. By 
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induction find a sequence of compact sets {K,,}°2, in & such that 
m= 

K, CE, = E,_, \ 171 (M(Ky_-1)) and p(X \ 0%, Kn) = 0. 

Note that & = (US, TI-'HM(K,)] U I7'(Bo) where Bo is a Borel set in X with n=1 

u(Bo) = 0. Let Ry = {7 € Mt(K,) : r(II-'(B)) = p(B) for every Borel set 

BCH (K,)}. By Theorem 2.1, Ry is non-empty and by Theorem 1.2 it contains a 

maximal element v,, for each n. 

Let v = yp Yn. We want to show that v € R. Let B C X be Borel. By 

construction 

w(B) = w(UR, (TK) 9 B)) = $0 eK.) 9 B) = Sov, (1I-"(B)) = v1" (B)) 
n=l n=1 

and sove R. 

Next we would like to show that v is a maximal element. Let tr € R with v <r. 

For every n, 

support(7 |n-1ncx«,,)) © support(y |n-incx,,)) = support(yv,) C K, 

and so T In-1m(K,)€ R,,. Since v,, is a maximal element in Ry, it follows that 

support(7 |n-n(K,)jat—(H)) 2 support(v, [-1(4)) = support(y |n-n¢K,)an-1(H)) 

for every closed set H C X. Now let 

z € support(y |q-1(4)) [UPL support (y, In—(H))). 

There exists a sequence {2z,}%_, © Upysupport(y, |n-1¢y)) such that 
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limMmsoo Zm = 2. By the above containment, z,, € support(7 [m-1(47)) for all m. 

The support of a measure is closed, so z € support(7 [-1(4))- 

Thus support(7 |q-1(4)) 2 support(v |q-1(41)) for every closed set H C X, and r 

and vy are equivalent. Oo 

Define a map 7 : C4(X) — C,(E) by n(h) = Aoll for each h € Ch(X). The map 

7 is a *-isometry, because 

IIn(2)|loo = sup [ho H(e)| = sup [h(a)| = sup |A(x)| = [Pl lo0 
e€E r€ll(E) rex 

This equation holds because II(£) is dense in X, so a continuous function will have 

the same supremum on either set. Fix 7 € R, and extend the map 7 : L'(u) > L'(r) 

by n(h) = holl for h € L'(y). If these L' spaces are equipped with their natural 

norms, then the extension of 7 is still a *-isometry because 

In(@)Ih = oT = ff feo tar = fi (ajay = Wall 

by definition. The proof of the following theorem is based on the proof of [5, Propo- 

sition 121, p. 116]. 

Theorem 2.4 Each rt in R induces a continuous linear map L, : C,(E) > L®(p) 

such that ||L,|| = 1 and L,(n(h)f) = hL,(f) for every f € Cy(E) and for every 

he Cy(X). 

Proof. Let f € C,(£). The map \(s) = fy s fdr is a continuous linear functional 

on L}(r). Recall that 7 : L'() > L*(r) defined by n(g) = gol is a *-isometry so 

the restriction of A to n(L'()) makes \ a continuous linear functional on L'() in a 
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natural way. By the Riesz Representation Theorem there exists a unique r € L™() 

such that 

[aosar =f andy 

for all g € L'(p). Let L,(f) =r. By the uniqueness of r, L, is well-defined. Also 

by the Riesz Representation Theorem, 

[roo = WF aril = ff Wfldr < r(B) [flloo = Ilo 

so ||L,|| <1. It is easy to see that L,(1) = 1 so we have ||L,|| = 1. 

Now let g € L'(), and let h € Cy(X), so we have gh € L'() and 

[ghrdu =f n(gh)far = [nga syar. 

This holds for all g € L'() so by construction we have L,(n(h) f) = hr = hL,(f). 

O 

The relationship described in Theorem 2.4 is pictured in the following diagram, 

in which the map ¢ represents the identity function. 

CE) 

Cr(X) L°(u) 
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A net {t,} is an approximate identity for C,(E) if it is contained in C4(£), 

0<t, <1 for all a, and limg ta(z) = 1 for all z € EF. 

Lemma 2.2 [fv € R and {t,} is an approximate identity for Cy(E), then L,(tq) 

converges weak-star to 1. 

Proof. Fix g in L'(z). Without loss of generality we may assume that g > 0. 

We want to show that 

lim | Lita) gdp = | g du. 
a Jx Xx 

Let Gan = {y € E: ta(y) > 1 — +}. We have 

1 0< [1 - xa. d < f tanlg)dv < f nlg)av 
E n , E E 

The net xg,,,(1 — +) converges boundedly pointwise to 1. Thus by using the in- 

equality above we get 

lim [te n(g)dv = Jno) dy 

= tim [ L(t.)odue = [ 9d im jf Lo(ta) 9 de [au 

Theorem 2.5 Let E be an analytic metric space, X a separable metric space with 

Il: E > X a continuous map and pw a Borel probability measure on X. Let T : 

Cy(E) + L®() be a continuous algebra homomorphism such that 

1. T(foll)=f for all fe C,(X). 
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2. If {ta} is an approrimate identity for C,(E), then ['(ta) converges weak-star 

to f. 

There exists a minimal measure v on E such that T = L,. 

Proof. X is analytic, so by Lemma 1.1 it is absolutely measurable in (6X, the 

Stone-Cech compactification of X. Thus ys can be extended to a Borel measure 

fe on BX with (BX \ X) = 0 and ft |x= pw. Therefore, L(y) and L°(j) are 

isometrically isomorphic. 

Recall the isometry n : Cy(X) — C,(E), defined by n(h) = holl. By the 

Stone-Cech theorem, C,(X) and C;,() are isometrically isomorphic to C'(8X) and 

C(@E), respectively, so we can consider 7 as a map from C(fX) to C(PE) in 

the obvious manner. Now consider the adjoint, n* : C(BE)* — C(BX)*. By the 

Riesz Representation Theorem, C(#X)* = M(8X), the Borel measures on 2X, 

and C(BE)* = M(E), the Borel measures on BE. The space BE is embedded in 

M(GE) by the mapping e — 6,, the atomic measure at e. In the same way (7X is 

embedded in M(8X). It is easy to check that n* |g= II, and by use of the Closed 

Range Theorem it can be shown that n*(GE) = BX. Thus n* : BE > BX isa 

continuous onto map, and a continuous extension of II. 

Now extend [ : C,(F) — L™(u) to [™ : C(BE) — L(g) in the obvious 

manner, since C(fSE) and C,(F) are isometrically isomorphic, as are L®() and 

L* (ji). 
By Theorem 1.5 there exists a minimal measure vy on 3E such that [e** = L,. 

We want to show p(BE \ E) = 0. Let K C E be compact. and let G' be an open 

neighborhood about & in BE. By Urysohn’s Lemma there exists a function hg x 

in C(BE) such that 0 < haw <1, hax(K) = 1, and he.n(3E\G) = 0. Order 

{(G, Kk): GD E open, K C E compact} as follows: (Gi. A1) < (G2, Ky) if and 
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only if G; > G2 and Ky, C Ky. It is easy to check that the net {hg} converges 

pointwise on BE to yg and so {hg,x} is an approximate identity for C,(E£). By 

hypothesis (hex) = [**(he.« |g) converges weak-star to 1, so 

: ext _ — — liny | oe (ha) dy = | du = W(X) = (BE) 

= lim [ hax dv = l Ye dv = v(E). 

The second limit exists because the first limit exists by hypothesis, so v(BE\ FE) = 0. 

Let H C X be closed. Let H“(8*) denote the closure of H in BX. It is not 

difficult to show that 

T-'(H) = (nt) (HO) 9 EB 

and also that 

  
support(y |q-1(47)) = [support(y |(+)-1(47(8x)))] NE. 

Now we want to show that v |g is a minimal measure on FL, as defined previously. 

Suppose tT € R with support(r |q-1(47)) CG support(y |q-1(47)) for every closed set 

H C X. Define a measure 7 on BE by 7(B) = 7( BNE) for every Borel set B C PE. 

    
We want to show that support (7 (n*)—1(HeKBX)))- (n*)7! (HXex))) Cc support(v 

  Let z € support(7 

in (n*)71(HAPX)). so 

(n*)—1(HeXex))), and let G be an open neighborhood about z 

- 
  (n*)—! (HBX) (G) = 7(GN (n*)~ 1 (HX) NE) 

= T(GN II~'(H)) = T [1-1 (H) (G) > 0.



There exists a y € GNM support(7 |n—-1(H)) C GN support(y |q-1(47)) and so 

Y In-1Hy (G) = (GN (y*)'(HEOY)) =v   (nt)—1(He8x)) (G) > 0. 

Thus z € support (v |q-1(47<«8x)y). 

Since v is a minimal measure on GFE, 7 and v are equivalent, and 7 and v |g 

must be equivalent also. Thus v |g is a minimal measure on E. O 

Proposition 2.1 Let [ : C,(£) — L°(p) be a representation satisfying the hy- 

potheses of Theorem 2.5, and let v be the minimal measure on BE inducing [**, as 

defined in the proof of Theorem 2.5. We have 

o(T™(f)) = f(support(v)) 

for every f € C(BE), where o([**(f)) is the spectrum of Te**(f) in L* (ft). 

Proof. Since BE and ?X are compact and 7* : BE — GX is a continuous onto 

map, Proposition 1.2 gives us the proof. O 

Lemma 2.3 Let v be a minimal measure on E and let ) be a closed subset of E. 

Define a measure B on X by B(F) = v(II'(F)NQ) for each Borel set F in X. 

There exists a measurable set A in X such that B = (va). 

Proof. The proof is the same as that for Lemma 1.8. O 

The proof of the following theorem is based on the proof of [5, Theorem 48, pp. 

49-50]. 
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Theorem 2.6 Let f € C,(E), let v be a minimal measure on E and let H be a 

closed subset of X such that L,(f) |y is continuous. Ifx € H anda € II '(x)N 

support(y |p-1(H)), then f(a) = L(f)(z). 

Proof. Fix x and a as in the statement of the theorem. Let g = L,(f) and 

let € > 0. Without loss of generality we may assume that support(y |y) = H and 

f(a) = 0 (because £,(1) = 1). We may also assume that |g(s) — g(t)| < € for all 

s and ¢ in H. (If not, g |y continuous means we can replace H by an appropriate 

closed subset for each x € H.) 

Let G = {y € E: |f(y)| < €}, which is open in EF as f is a continuous function. 

Define a measure 8 on X by 6(B) = v(II7'(B) Nn (117'(A) \ G)) for each Borel 

set BC X. By Lemma 2.3 there exists a measurable set A © II(E) such that 

B = (xa)u. Now f(a) = 0 means that GN support(y |p-1(4)) is non-empty. Thus 

v(GNI7!(#)) > 0 and so 6(H) < v(I-'(H)) = w(H). Therefore y4 = 0 on some 

closed subset F C H with p(F) > 0 and §(F) =0 = v(T'(F) nN (17"(#) \ G)) 

(T-'(F)\ G). Thus o(1-"(F)) = o(1-1(F) AG) and so support(y Ings) C 
(II-?(F) 0G)", which implies that 

support(y |n-1(7)) C {y € E: |f(y)| < ¢}. 

Now frn(h)fdy = fyhgdpu for each h € L'() by definition of L,, so 

Sen(xrs)fdv = fy xrsgdp for all s € C(X). Noting that n(vr) = xn-1(F), 

we see that 

| fnxes)\fdvl =f, nls)fael =| [sod 
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Thus 

co HF’) Ss s oo Y(II7'(F)) = €                 
sgdu| < co ff dv < | fsodul <Iislle f._, ,, Uildy <« 

for all s € C(X). Hence, by the Riesz Representation Theorem, |g| < « on F. Now 

by our beginning assumption on the set H and the Triangle Inequality, we see that 

lg] < 2e on AH. Our choice of € was arbitrary, so g(x) = f(a) = 0. O 

The proof of the following lemma is based on the proof of [5, Lemma 55, pp.55- 

57]. 

Lemma 2.4 Non-equivalent minimal measures induce distinct representations. 

Proof. Let o and 7 be non-equivalent minimal measures on F. Without loss of 

generality there exists a closed set K C X such that support(y |x) = A and the set 

S = support(o |q-1(x)) \ support(r [n-1(4)) 

is non-empty. Choose yg in S and choose G C EF a basic open set about yo such that 

G'N support(7 [m-1(x)) is the empty set. The space & is metric, so it is completely 

regular, and so EF has the weak topology generated by C,(E’). Therefore, we may 

assume that there exist an € > 0 and a finite collection {f,...., fr} of Ch() such 

that fi(yo) = 0 for 2 = 1,...,n and G = {y: |fi(y)| < 26, 2 = 1,...,n}. Let 

U = {y: |fily)| <6 t= 1,...,n}. Now yo € U means that o(U NII7'(K)) > 6 for 

some 6 > 0. 

By Lusin’s Theorem we can replace K with a closed subset A’ such that 

o(K'NU) > , and L,(f;) and L,(f;) are continuous for 7 = 1,...,n. 
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Define a measure § on X by B(H) = o(II7'(H)N(T1*(4')\U)) for each Borel set 

H in X. By Lemma 2.3 there exists a measurable set A C X such that § = (va)p. 

Now o(U NII-!(K’)) > 0 implies B(K’) < o(fI-1(K")) = p(K’). Thus x4 = 0 on 

some closed F C K‘ with p(F) > 0 and B(F) = o(fI-'(F) \ UV) = 0. If now follows 

that o(M—(F) NU) = o(M-1(F)), and we have 

support (a |n-1(F)) C U" C fy: |fily)| < €, 7=1,...,n}. 

For z € F and y € II7'(x) N support(o |p-1(7)) we have L,fi(x) = fi(y) for 

t= 1,...,n by Theorem 2.6, and for each y € II7'(x) M support(r |n-1(7) we have 

L, f(x) = fily) for 2 = 1,...,n. Thus |Z, f;| < € almost everywhere (4) on F for 

2=1,...,n. However, GNM support(r |n-1(7)) is empty, so for some 2 € {1,...,n}, 

we have | fi(y)| > 2 for all y € support(7 |[q-1(7)). Thus |L,f;| > 2€ almost every- 

where (1) on F’. Hence L,f; and L, f; differ on a set of positive measure (1), so L, 

and L, are distinct representations. O 

The proof of the following lemma is based on discussion found on [5, pp. 51-52]. 

Lemma 2.5 If v is a minimal measure on E, then L,, the operator induced by v, 

is multiplicative. 

Proof. Fix fq, fo € C,(E) and let g, = L,(fi), let g2 = Li(f2), and let g3 = 

L.(fif2). By Lusin’s Theorem there exists a sequence {F,,} of closed sets in X 

with support(u |z,) = En for each n, lima. w(En) = 1, and g; |g, continuous for 

2 = 1,2,3 and for each n. 

By definition, the measure (y |g,,) is carried by II(support(y |n-1(¢,)), which 

is an analytic set and thus is absolutely measurable, by Lemma 1.1. Let 
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x be in the set [(support(v |p-1(¢,)). By definition there exists an q@ in 

II-!(x) N support(v |n-1(%,)) and by Theorem 2.6, we have gi(x) = fi(@), g2(x) = 

fo(a), and g3(x) = fi(a)fo(a). Thus 9192 = g3 almost everywhere (1). oO 

Corollary 2.2 The set of representations T : C,(E) > L™() as described in Theo- 

rem 2.5 ts in 1-1 correspondence with the equivalence classes of the minimal measures 

on E. 

A set K C X has full density at x with respect to yp if 

lim inf uA A B(x,7)) 0 B(z,r)) 
to (Blan) 

If {K;}%, is a finite collection of sets, each having full density at x, then by use of 

the definition it is not too difficult to show that N?_, K; has full density at x. 

The density of a set K at a point is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the mea- 

sure (vyx#) = “|x with respect to uw almost everywhere (j). To see this for IR” 

with respect to Lebesgue measure, consult [3, Theorem 3.22], and for more general 

measure spaces consult [9, Chapter 10]. The following lemma uses [9] to establish 

the fact for a separable metric space. 

Lemma 2.6 Let X be a separable metric space with regular Borel probability mea- 

sure pt, and let A C X be a p-measurable set. Then A has full density at x for 

almost every (u) x € A. 

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that j contains no atoms 

(individual points of positive measure). If ~ does contain an atom Xo, then given a 

minimal measure v on E, then support(y |q-1(2,)) must consist of a single point by 

minimality and therefore must be the choice for s(zq). 
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To use the results from [9], we must first note the definition of net used in them. 

This definition is distinct from the traditional topological definition. Let X be a 

topological space with a measure p and suppose that X is the union of a countable 

collection &, of disjoint Borel sets AY AM, called sets of the first rank. In 

addition, suppose each set A) is the union of a countable collection of disjoint 

A®) ., called sets of the second rank. Let X2 denote the collection Borel sets A@) jloee 31? 

of all sets of second rank, ranging over all 7. Continue this process, producing for 

each n a collection &,, of disjoint Borel sets, the union of which is X. The collection 

NX = USN, of all sets of finite rank is called a net [9, p. 208], if for each x in X 

and each € > 0, there exists a set B € 8 such that « € Band p(B) <«. 

Now let X, A, and p be as in the hypothesis of the lemma. We define the 

derivative of the measure (y,4 ) = yu [4 at a point zo with respect to a net & by 

MAN (20) 
Dx (x4 #)(20) = lim ~a(H. (a) 

where H,(ro) € 8, to € A. (x0), and u(H.(x0)) < e. 

By [9, Corollary 2, p. 216], this derivative is defined almost everywhere (1) and 

equals the Radon-Nikodym derivative of (v4) with respect to . In other words, 

Dx (va) = Xa almost everywhere (4). In addition, this result is independent of 

the choice of the net X. 

Let xo € A such that 

fan inp LAB (tor?) 9 A) 
r=0 pu(B(x9,1)) 

<l-—-a, 
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where a > 0. Then for each n there exists 0 <r, < + such that 

H(B(x0, Tn) NA) 
<l-a. 

L(B(x0,1n)) 

We can choose a net 8 which contains { B(xo, rn) }2,. Thus Dy (v4 H)(t0) < L-a. 

Note that for each choice of zo a different net is produced. However, Dx (x4 4) = Xa 

almost everywhere (jy) independent of the choice of 8. Therefore, the set of points 

x € Asuch that A has less than full density at + must be a set of measure 0. 

Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5. Let f € C(#X), and let H be a closed 

subset of BX such that (Tf) |y is continuous. Let vy be the minimal measure 

inducing I'e**. If  € H and a € (n*)7"!(x) N support(y |(y+)-1(H)), then f(a) = 

Tex f(x), by Theorem 1.3. The proof of the following theorem is based on the proof 

of [5, Theorem 42, pp. 59-60]. 

Theorem 2.7 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5. There exists a Borel set 

F with p(X \ F) = 0 and a Borel cross-section s : F — BE for II such that 

(Cf)(z) = f(s(x)) almost everywhere (u) on X for every f € Cy(E). 

Proof. We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.5. Fix x in the support of 

uw and define A = {f € C(PE) : there exists compact K C 3X with full density at 

x such that ('f) |x is continuous}. Note that although we don’t have a definition 

for full density outside a metric space, (BX \ X) = 0, so as long as x € X, the 

same definition is valid for kK C #X having full density at x with respect to @. From 

Theorem 2.5 let v be the minimal measure on BE which induces ['**, recalling that 
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V(BE\ E)=0. Let 

St = Nea fy € (n*)7!(x) N support(y [@*)-1(K (yyy) } 

  where K(f) is a compact set with full density at x such that (**f) [x y) is continu- 

ous. Suppose S, is empty. Since 5S; is the intersection of closed sets in the compact 

space BE, the collection must lack the finite intersection property. Thus there exists 

a finite subcollection {fi, fo,...,f,} with corresponding compact sets {Jy,..., Kn} 

as above such that 

Sn = ML {y € (n*)7!(x) N support (vy |(*)-1(4,))} 

is empty. Let K = M%,;. By previous discussion, K has full density at x, and 

so x € support(jl |x). Note that *(support(y |()*)-1(4¢))) = support(f |x), because 

(n*) 1K ) is a compact set. Thus there must exist 

  ye (n*)"!(x) N support(v (n*)“1(K)) CS, 

But then S, is non-empty, and thus 5S, is non-empty too, contradicting our assump- 

tion that S, is an empty set. Hence, for each x in the support of f we can choose 

s(z) € S,. Let F = support(). 

Let f € C.(E) = C(BE). By Lusin’s Theorem there exists a sequence {K,,}°2, 

  of closed (and thus compact) sets in BX such that T'f |x, is continuous and 

limpsoo(#(4a)) = 1. By Lemma 2.6, K,, has full density almost everywhere (jz) 

on A, and f(n*(support(y |(*)-1(«,))) = (Kn). Thus for almost every « € X, 

re f(x) = P(x) = fo s(2). 
The compact set BE is completely regular, so GE has the weak topology gen- 
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erated by C(fE). Thus a basic open set G in BE has the form G = f~'(|z| < 1) 

for some f € C(BE). Then s71(G) = s7! 0 f~'(|[z| < 1) = (f 0 s)7*({z| < 1) and 

fos =[Te*f almost everywhere (jz) so fos is Borel measurable, and (fos)~'(|z| < 1) 

is a Borel set. Therefore, s: F — $E is a Borel measurable function. oO 

Lemma 2.7 ji(s7'(BE \ E)) =0. 

Proof. Let {hax} be the approximate identity for C,(£) described in the proof 

of Theorem 2.5. So {hex} converges pointwise to yg and {T(hnx«)} converges 

weak-star to 1. Thus 

lim I handy = Le Xe dv = V(E) 

= lim I (hea) dy = lim I hex os dp 

= a [ hex oson* dv = v(EN Range(s)). 

Now let e € Range(s)N &. Thus e = s(x) for some x € X and II(e) = IIlos(zx) = 

s-'o s(x) = x. Therefore, H(Range(s)N F) = s~'(Range(s) NM £). By definition of 

v € R, we have 

1 =p(Range(s)N E) < p(II(Range(s)N £)) = p(s~'(Range(s)N E)) 

< p(s )(Range(s))Ns7'(E)) < p(s" (BE)N s"'(E)) <1. 

The set s~'(GE) is a fi-measurable set, so by definition 

ji(s*(BE)) = a(s-"(BE)N s'(B)) + a(s (BE) N (BX \ s“"(E)) 
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and by DeMorgan’s Laws, we obtain 

0 = a(s""(BE)N (BX \ s"(B))) = a(s"(BE\ B)). 

Therefore there exists a Borel measurable function s defined almost everywhere 

(4) on X such that II(s(x)) = z and ['f(x) = f(s(x)) almost everywhere (4) on X. 

Note that all the previous results hold for any finite measure yp; a probability 

measure was used only for convenience. Now I will establish the alternate proof of 

Lemma 1.2. 

Theorem 2.8 Let E be an analytic metric space, X a separable metric space, 

pe a o-finite regular Borel measure on X, Il: E — X a continuous map with 

u(X \TI(E)) =0. There exists a Borel set F C X with p(X \ F) =0 and a Borel 

cross-section s: F — E for Il. 

Proof. Let {H,,} be a pairwise disjoint sequence of closed sets in X such that 

u(H,,) < oo for each n and p(X \ (U%,H,)) = 0. Let EF, = I7'(A,). Clearly 

I |z,: En — H, is a continuous map with p(H, \ N(£,)) = 0. By Theorem 2.3, 

there exists a minimal measure y,, on E,, with respect to yp |y,, which induces a 

representation [,, : C,(E,) + L°( |y,,) satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 

2.5. Using Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 2.7, there exists a Borel set Ff, C H, with 

  
L(A, \ F,) = 0 and a Borel cross-section sy, : Fj, > E, for TI |z,. 

Now let F = U% 
n= 

,/, and define s: F > E by s(x) = s,,(x) for z € H,. Clearly 

F is Borel with p(X \ fF) = 0 and s is a Borel cross-section for II. O



Note that C,(£,,) is not necessarily a subspace of C,(/), because extensions of 

continuous functions on E,, to all of E need not be unique. That is why the previous 

theorem does not refer to a representation from Cy(£) to L°(). 

Now define an equivalence relation = on the set of all Borel cross-sections for II 

as follows: s, = s2 if and only if s; = sz except on a set of u-measure 0. The set of 

equivalence classes of the Borel cross-sections for I] are in one-to-one correspondence 

with the representations described in Theorem 2.5. Suppose [, and [, are two such 

distinct representations. Choose f € C,(£) such that [,(f) and [2(f) differ on a 

closed set F C X with p(F’) > 0 and I;(f) |- continuous for 2 = 1,2. Let 1 and 1 

be minimal measures and s; and sg be Borel cross-sections induced by [; and Ty, 

respectively. Let 

M = Il[support( |n-1(7))] N W[support(v2 |n-1(Fy))]. 

Now support(y |f) is carried by II[support(y; |n-1(7))] for 2 = 1,2; so w(M) = 

u(F) > 0. If x € M, then Ty f(x) = f(si(z)) £ f(s2(x)) = T2f(x). Thus s; and sy 

differ on a set of positive measure, so s; and sz are not equivalent. Therefore, we 

have shown that equivalent Borel cross-sections induce equivalent representations. 

Notice also that support(v |q-1()) N support(v2 |p-17F)) N T7'(M) is the empty 

set with support(y; |n-1(r)) carried by II~'(M) for each 2, so the measures cannot 

be equivalent. Therefore, if two minimal measures are equivalent, then they must 

induce the same representation. 

Now we will see that non-equivalent Borel cross-sections induce distinct represen- 

tations. Suppose that s; and s2 are each Borel cross-sections for II defined almost 

everywhere yz for II] which differ on a closed set F with u(F) > 0. For 7 = 1,2 

define maps T; : C,(#) > L%(u) by Ts f(x) = f(s:(x)) on the domain of s;. By 
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inspection each [; is a representation like those described in Theorem 2.5. Let 1 

and v2 be the minimal measures inducing I; and [2, respectively. By construction, 

$1(F)Ns2(F) is empty and v;(s;(F)) = v;(Range(s)NTM7'(F)) = v,(7'(F)) = u(F) 

si(F ) 

such that p(II(K;)) > 2u(F) Thus p[II(, 9 K2)] > wr) By Urysohn’s Lemma 

for 2 = 1,2. By the proof of Corollary 2.1, we can choose closed sets K; C . 

there exists f € C,(E) such that f(A,) = 0 and f(K2) = 1, and T'\(f) and [,(/f) 

differ on II( Ay N Kz), which is a set of positive measure and so [, and I, are dis- 

tinct representations. Lemma 2.4 established that non-equivalent measures induce 

distinct representations. Thus we have proven the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.9 Let E be an analytic metric space, X a separable metric space 

with regular Borel probability measure p, and Il: E — X a continuous map 

with w(X \ T(£))=0. The equivalence classes of the Borel cross-sections of II 

are in one-to-one correspondence with the distinct representations of the form 

[r:C,(£) — L®(p) which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5. These representa- 

tions are in one-to-one correspondence with the equivalence classes of the minimal 

measures in R. 
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Chapter 3 

The Borel Case 

In this chapter we will prove Schwartz’s lemma with a weaker hypothesis, using an 

onto Borel map instead of a continuous map. (Recall that Il: E — X is a Borel 

map if II~'(B) is a Borel set in E for every Borel set B C X.) Throughout the 

chapter FE is an analytic metric space, X is a separable metric space, I]: EF — X is 

an onto Borel map, and y is a regular Borel probability measure on X. 

Let B(E) be the bounded Borel functions on £ with the supremum norm; 

Il fllo = supeeg|f(e)|. In this chapter we are interested in representations of the 

form [': B(L) > L() such that [(f o Il) = f for every f € Cy(X). The normed 

space B(£) is more difficult to work with than C,(£), the C*-algebra used in the 

previous chapter, so the focus of this chapter will be to reduce the Borel problem to 

the continuous one, which was solved in Chapter 2. 

Lemma 3.1 The space B(E) with the norm ||f ||. = sup-cg |f(z)| ts a C* algebra. 

Proof. Let {f,} be Cauchy in B(/). For each z in FE, {f,(z)} is a Cauchy 

sequence in ©, the complex numbers, so { f,(z)} must converge to a complex number 

f(z). First we want to show that {f,,} converges in norm to f. 

Let € > 0 and choose N such that |[fia — fnlleo < § for every n,m > N. Fix 
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z € E. By the triangle inequality, we have 

[fn(z) ~ f(z) < II fn ~~ Fnlloo + lfm(z) ~ f(z). 

Now choose M such that |fn(z) — f(z)| < $ for all m > M. Let m > max(M, N). 

By the inequality above, | f,(z) — f(z)| < € for all n > N. The integer N was chosen 

independently of z, so we have || fn — flo < €. 

By [6, Theorem 6, p. 259] f is Borel measurable and thus B(E) is complete. O 

Define a Borel measure ji on the Stone-Cech compactification BX of X by #(B) = 

(BO X) for every Borel set B in BX. Thus f is a regular Borel probability 

measure on #X with f(BX \ X) = 0 and fi |x= pw. Therefore, L°(j) and L™(p) 

are isometrically isomorphic. 

Let Myz) be the maximal ideal space of B(£) and consider the map 6: E — 

Mg #) defined by 6(z) = evaluation at z. In the weak-star topology on Mp,x), 

subbasic open sets are of the form Gy = {¢: |¢(f)| < 1} for some f € B(E). The 

set 6-'(G,) = {z € E: |f(z)| < 1} is Borel in E by definition. Therefore 6 is a Borel 

map. The metric space F is completely regular, so subbasic open sets have the form 

Uy = {22 |f(2)| <1} for some f € O,(E). Thus 6(U,) = 6(B)N {4 : |) <1}, 
which is relatively open in 6(F). Therefore, the map 6: E — 6(E) is a Borel 

isomorphism. (That is, both the map and its inverse are Borel.) However, 6 is not a 

continuous map. To see this, fix eg in & and let {e,,} be a sequence in & converging 

to e€9. Define a function f on F by f(e) = 1 if e = eo, f(e) = 0 otherwise. The 

function f € B(£), and 

lim 5(en)(f) = 0 # 1 = 8(60)(f). 
M+ OO



The maximal ideal space Myx) is continuously embedded in C(Mg,«))*, by the 

map taking ¢ € Mg,;f) to evaluation at ¢ in C(Mpyg))*. Since B(E£) is a *-Banach 

algebra, it is isometrically isomorphic to C(Mp«y) [2, Theorem 4.29 (Gelfand- 

Naimark), pp.92-93]. Recall also that Mpg) is compact in the weak-star topology 

for (B(E))*, the dual of B(F) [2, Proposition 2.23, pp. 39-40]. 

From the Stone-Cech theorem, C,(X) and C((X) are isometrically isomorphic 

(8, Theorem A, p. 141], so I will use them interchangably. 

Let 7 : C,(X) — B(E) be defined by n(f) = f oll. The map II is onto, so 7 is a 

*-isometry. Since B(£) is isometrically isomorphic to C(Mpyay), we may consider 

n a *-isometry from C(BX) to C(Mpiz)). The adjoint n* : C(Mayz))* — C(BX)* 

is also a +—isometry. It is easy to check by adjoint notation that n* |s(q)= Ilo 67". 

Note 3.1 Range(n* IMpey) = BX. 

Proof. By definition 7 1s multiplicative, and by further use of adjoint notation 

it can be shown that n* is multiplicative also. Let ¢ € Mpg), and let fi, fo € 

C(My;(«))- Thus 

nO Sfif2)) = (AiO) (9) = 1 AH) ) 9" (f2(9)) = 1°(OCA DV (P2)} 

so n*(¢) is a multiplicative linear functional on C((X), and therefore a multiplicative 

measure on §X. Recall that a multiplicative measure on the compact space 3X must 

be a point evaluation on PX. Since Range(Il) = X, we have 

X C Range(n* (MB) C PX. 

By the continuity of n*, the set n*(Mpyz)) is compact, so it must equal PX, the 

smallest compact set containing X. Oo 
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As in the previous two chapters, let R be the set of all regular positive Borel 

measures T on F such that 7(II7'(B)) = u(B) for every Borel set B C X. Let 

R also have the same ordering as before. The proof of the following theorem will 

establish that R is non-empty and has a maximal element, again called the minimal 

measure. 

A net {t,} is an approximate identity for B(£) if it is contained in B(£), 

0<t, <1 for all a, and lim, tg(z) = 1 for all z € E. 

Theorem 3.1 Lett: B(E) > L®(p) be a continuous algebra homomorphism such 

that 

1. T(f oll) =f for each f € C,(X) 

2. If {ta} is an approximate identity for B(E), then T(t.) converges weak-star 

to |. 

There exists a minimal measure v on E which induces [. 

Proof. As discussed prior to the theorem, the spaces L®(y) and L(t) are 

equivalent, as are B(E) and C(Mg,z)), so we may consider I’ a map from C(M zy) 

to L(j1). Thus we have the relationship pictured in the following diagram, in which 

ue: C(PX) — L*(jt) is the identity map, and n* : Mp) — 2X is a continuous onto 

map. Thus the conditions for Theorem 1.5 are met, and therefore there exists a 

minimal measure vs on Mpg) which induces I’. 
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C(Mg £)) 

C(BX) L™ (jt) 

  

Next we want to show that vs(Mpyz) \ 6(£)) = 0. Let K C€ 6(£) be compact, 

and let G D 6(E) be open. By Urysohn’s Lemma there exists a function h¢K 

in C(Myey) with 0 < hax <1, hax(K) = 1, and he.n(Maysy \ G) = 0. Order 

(G,K) as follows: (Gi, Ky) < (G2, Ko) if Gi D G2 and Ky C Ko. By inspection 

{ha,x } converges pointwise to yz) and {hg,x } is an approximate identity for B(£). 

By hypothesis ['(hg,x) converges weak-star to 1. So we have 

lim Inox hax dvs = lim ax The.) df = 1 

= I X6(E) dus = 1 

MB, z) 

and ¥s(Mxr) \ 6(E)) = 0. 

It can also be shown, by similar manipulations to those in the proof of Theorem 

2.0, that vs induces the obvious minimal measure v on E£, and that IT is the repre- 

sentation induced by v. O 

Proposition 3.1 Let [ : B(E) > L®(p) be a representation satisfying the hy- 

potheses of Theorem 3.1. As in the proof of that theorem, we can consider [ to be a 

representation from C(Myg)) to L° (jt). Let vs be the minimal measure on MRK) 
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inducing I. For every f € C(MB (x)), 

o(T'(f)) = f(support(vs)) 

where o(I'(f)) is the spectrum of T(f) in L®(p). 

Proof. Since Mpg) and #X are compact and 7* : Mpz) — 2X is continuous, 

the proof of Proposition 1.2 will work in this case also. O 

If v is a minimal measure on £, then v induces the obvious minimal measure 

vs on Mysy, where vs(Myzy \ 6(£)) = 0 and »5(B) = v(6—'(B)) for every Borel 

set B C 6(£). By Theorem 1.4 the minimal measure vs induces a representation 

Ly, : C(MBpe)) > L°(fé) such that 

1. L,,(f on*) = f for every f € C(BX) 

2. If {t.} is an approximate identity for C(Myyg)), then the net L,,(t.) converges 

weak-star to 1. 

Using the equivalence of C(Mpyg)) and B(E) and the equivalence of L°(j) and 

L(y), we see that L,, induces a representation L, : B(E) — L(y) which satisfies 

the conditions of Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 2.4, non-equivalent minimal measures in- 

duce distinct representations, and by the discussion following Lemma 2.7, equivalent 

minimal measures induce the same representation. Therefore, we have established 

the following corollary: 

Corollary 3.1 The representations described in Theorem 3.1 are in 1-1 correspon- 

dence with the equivalence classes of the minimal measures on E. 
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The proof of the following theorem is based on the proof of [5, Theorem 42, pp. 

59-60], and thus is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5. 

Theorem 3.2 Let l: B(F) — L®() be as in Theorem 3.1. There exists a Borel 

set FC X with p(X \ F) =0 and a Borel cross-section s: F — E for Il such that 

1. Tos(x)=2 for everyxe F. 

2. (Uf(x)) = fo s(x) almost everywhere (u) for every f € BCE). 

Proof. Recall the setup of the proof of Theorem 3.1. The map 7* : Mpz) > 

{BX is continuous and onto, 7 : C(BX) — C(Mgyz)) is a C*-isometry, and [ : 

C(Mgye)) > L®(f) is a representation as described in Theorem 2.5. Let vs be the 

minimal measure from the proof of Theorem 3.1 which induces I. Note that since 

My,«) is compact, we have 

  n*(support(v¢ |(,*)-1(~H))) = support(fi |z7) 

for every closed set H C PX. 

Fix x € support(y) and define A = {f € C(Mg,;«)) : there exists compact 

K C BX with full density at x such that If |x is continuous}. As in the previous 

chapter, #(GX \ X) = 0, so for x € X, the density of A C #X is well defined. 

Define 

Se = Mealy € (n")"(2) N support (vs |(n)-1K))} 

where K is a compact set with respect to f as defined in A above. By the same 

method as used in the proof of Theorem 2.7, the set S, is non-empty. ‘Thus for 

each x € support(#), we can choose s(x) € S,. Fix f € C(Mpyay). Using Lusin’s 
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Kk, 1S   Theorem, we may obtain a sequence {K,,} of closed sets in 6X such that [f 

continuous and limyso f(A) = 1. By Lemma 2.6, each K,, has full density with 

respect to f almost everywhere, so ([‘f)(x) = f o s(x) almost everywhere (jt) on 

BX. 

Now My,g) is a compact Hausdorff space, so it is completely regular, having the 

weak topology generated by C(Myz)). Thus a subbasic open set in Myx) has the 

form Gy = {¢: |¢(f)| < 1} for some f € B(E). Since C(M zy) is isomorphic to 

B(E), we can think of G; as f~'(|z| < 1: 2z€), and we have 

s\(Gy) = 80 fle < 1) = (fos) "(l] < 0). 

Since fos = I(f) almost everywhere (y), we have that fos is Borel measurable 

and s~'(G) is Borel. Thus s : support() -- Mpa) is Borel measurable. 

Using the same method as Lemma 2.7, we find that vs(s7'(Myxy \ 6(£)) = 0, 

so there exists a Borel set F C X with w(X \ F) =0 and s(F) C 6(£). Therefore, 

6-!o0s:F— E satisfies the theorem. Oo 

Note that Mpg) may be non-metrizable, but n* : Mpiz) — 8X has a Borel 

cross-section defined almost everywhere (1). However, the metric on X is necessary, 

because of the use of the definition of full density. This is the reason that we did 

not find a Borel cross-section for the continuous onto map p: Y — Z described in 

Problem 1.1, where Y and Z are abstract compact sets without metrics. 

Theorem 3.3 Let E be an analytic metric space, let X be a separable metric space, 

let p be a o-finite regular Borel measure on X, and let I]: E — X be an onto 

Borel map. There exists a Borel set F C X such that p(X \ F) =0 and a Borel



cross-section s: F — E for II. 

Proof. Recall the maps used in the proof of Theorem 3.1, in which 6: b - 

Mg ,Z) is a Borel isomorphism, and n* : 6(£) — X is continuous onto map, with 

n* = Ilo 6~'. Then by Theorem 2.8, there exists a Borel set F CX with 4(X\F) =0 

and a Borel cross-section 8: F — 6(F) for n*. Note that although 6(£) may be 

non-metrizable, the proof of Theorem 2.8 does not require a metric on the domain 

space of n*. 

Now let s = $0 67!, and the theorem is proven. O 

Theorem 3.4 Let E be an analytic metric space, let X be a separable metric space 

with a regular Borel probability measure p, and let Il: EF — X be an onto Borel map. 

The equivalence classes of the Borel cross-sections for I defined almost everywhere 

ft are in one-to-one correspondence with the representations described in Theorem 

3.1. These representations are in one-to-one correspondence with the equivalence 

classes of the minimal measures in R. 

Proof. Since we have reduced the problem to the continuous case, the same 

arguments that were used in the discussion following Lemma 2.7 show that non- 

equivalent Borel cross-sections are induced by distinct representations, and that 

equivalent cross-sections are induced by the same representation. O 
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Index of Symbols 

e B(£) = the set of all bounded Borel functions on FE. 

e BX = the Stone-Cech compactification of X. 

e € = the set of complex numbers. 

e C,(£) = the set of all bounded continuous functions on F. 

e C(E) = the set of all continuous functions on E. 

e C(Y)* = the dual of C(Y), which is the set of all bounded linear functionals 

on C(Y). 

e H®(D) = the bounded analytic functions on the complex unit disc D. 

e Myz) = the maximal ideal space of B(E). 

e Mo,(z) = the maximal ideal space of C,(£). 

e My~p) = the maximal ideal space of H°(D). 

e M(E) = the set of finite regular Borel measures on E. 

e M*(E) = the set of positive finite regular Borel measures on E. 

e IN“@= the infinite product of the natural numbers IN, a complete separable 

metric space with metric defined in Chapter 1. 

Ai



e xa = the characteristic function of A, that is, ya(z) = | if « € A, and 

ya(z) = 0 otherwise. 
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